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The Image of Fairfield

Politics Professor
discusses Surinam
By Claudine Kiffer
Staff Writer
Dr. Edward Dew, professor of Politcs at Fairfield University, recently returned from the country of Surinam after
participating in the United States Presidential Delegation to observe the general elections held there on November 25.
Surinam, a former Dutch colony, is
located in South America near Brazil. Dr.
Dew, who has been studying Surinam for 17
years, has written over 20 articles and a
book, The Difficult Fioweriing of Surinam,
on the subject. The people of Surinam are
multi-ethnic, including Africans, Indians,
Indonesians, Dutch, Chinese and Amerindians. This diversity lends itself to intergroup strife and conflict.
In 1975, when Surinam gained its
independence, a military system was created to go along with the democratic government. In 1980, the government was overtaken by a coup, and the military came to
power. At first the coup was welcomed by
the people, but soon they were in despair.
There were many human rights abuses by
the dictator, which frightened the people.
These abuses also helped cast Surinam,
formerly one of the richest nations in the
Caribbean, into economic failure. The U.S.
and the Dutch cut their foreign aid, which
had largely comprised Surinam's prosperity, in protest to the human rights abuses.
Surinam's dictator, Sgt. Major Desire Bouterse, was under great pressure due
to the Civil War, the public's uncertainty
and impatience, and the economic despair.
He consented to hold elections in order to
possibly re-establish a democracy. Bouterse

declared an invitation to observer teams to
come in from other countries and monitor
the elections. The aim of an observer team
is to put pressure on the government, and
make sure the elections are run fairly and
without fraud. Twelve different teams from
the US and other countries participated.
Dr. and Mrs. Dew, with the help of
Senators Weiker and Dodd, were able to
secure positions on the United States' 14
member Presidential Delegation. The trip
lasted two days, which were tightly scheduled with meetings, briefings, and interrogations. They were guests of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and were treated very well.
At the conclusion of the assignment,
the members of the team found no apparent
fraud or misrepresentation. Possibilities for
fraud were cancellation of the elections,
stuffed ballot boxes, and fixed counting of
the ballots, yet none of this happened. The
election results showed a landslide against
the dictatorship.
Although there is optimism, there is
no guarantee that democracy will be restored. Ideally, ndw members of parliament
will be sworn in within 30 days, who will in
tum elect a president to take office in another 30 days. Due to the fact that the
military still possess the weaponry to control, the whole idea of democracy could be
aborted. The U.S. is concerned with the
outcome, because of the desire to preserve
the safety of democracy in the hemisphere.
Dr. Dew is very enthusiastic about
Surinam and his part in the elections. The
people of Surinam were "delighted" to see
the observer teams. They were eager to give
"revealing and frank answers to questions
asked," asserted Dr. Dew.

Mid-year report
compiled by FUSA
By Lynn Ann Casey
Staff Writer
Back in April 1987, FUSA President
Chris Ritchie and the entire FUSA administration set up a list of goals and promised to
resign if they were not doing their job. Now,
FUSA has compiled a 1987-88 Midyear
review, a self-analysis of its progress "of the
goals set in April."
FUSA is submitting their report to
the student legislature. Then it will be
reviewed by the judiciary committee who
will, in turn, make recommendations to the
president of FUSA. These recommendations wil be about new ideas or about present
progress of the cabinet members.
When asked about how well the goals
have been fulfilled, Ritchie said he thought
everything was "going very well, especially
in terms of dollars and cents." In the past six
months, the events have had improved attendance. More events than ever before
have been sold out, including Airbands and
Dogwoods last semester, and Harvest, the

INXS concert, and the William F. Buckley
lecture this semester. Because of this improved attendance, FUSA will be able to
hold many more spring events. There will
be 44 events, 34 more than last spring because there is $49,000 in the budget, an
improvement of $30,000 over last year.
Overall, Chris Ritchie is happy about
this year's administration. More students
are involved in FUSA this year than ever
before. Ritchie highlighted two committees
for their excellent work, the Student Entertainment Committee led by Terri Durso and
the Special Events Committee. Also, he
commends Mark Dietz, Frank Carroll, and
the three Vice Presidents, Kerry Pollicino,
Ken Caisse, and Marianne Walsh who
"have done more than any other FUSA vice
presidents before them."
This is the first Midyear report ever
published by FUSA. Ritchie says that it has
been helpful to all involved in student government. The first review ever will "set a
precedent for all other FUSA administrators
to govern the student body in the future."
Now, the Fairfield University community
will see the results of their votes.

See page 5 for
Christmas messages

FUSA proposes raise in
student activities fee
By AnnMarie Puckhaber
Staff Writer
The proposal to raise the student
activities fee was completed last week by
the Fairfield University Student Association (FUSA). FUSA is requesting a $10
increase in the activities fee, from $35 to
$45. The proposal was originally for a $15
increase but lowered according to Chris
Ritchie, FUSA President, "because we want
to be realistic."
FUSA has several reasons why it
would like the fee raised. One reason says
Frank Carroll, Executive Director of FUSA,
is to "beef up the programming in the StagHer and Campus Center." Due to the higher
drinking age, FUSA must sponsor top nonalcoholic entertainment in order to attract
underage students. The increase in the fee
would enable FUSA to introduce more new
programs on campus on the weekends and
during the week.
FUSA would also like to sponsor
more educational programs such as leadership programs and lectures. To have another
lecture like the William F. Buckley lecture
would cost about $10,000, and as Ritchie
explains, "We have the man power but we
don't have the money." The additional
money would provide for two programs of
this caliber instead of just one.
Another problem FUSA encountered
this year was with the club allocations. The
clubs requested $25,000 and FUSA only
\had $15,000 to give to them. FUSA managed to raise another $5,000 for the clubs but
Carroll says, "We are starting to feel a
crunch with monies." With the additional
funds the clubs could take on bigger activities.

The student activities fee has not
been increased in six years. During the i
1981 -82 school year the fee was raised from
$30 to $35. In that time, however, the
tuition has gone up about 42%. Also,
Fairfield's activities fee is below the average. A survey conducted among the 28 Jesuit schools shows the average fee to be $64.
the University of San Francisco's fee is $80
and Holy Cross' fee is $110.
The proposal needs the approval of
James Fitzpatrick, Assistant Dean of University Activities, and William Schimpf,
Vice President of Student Services, before it
can go to the Board of Trustees for final
approval. Schimpf says that he recognizes
the fact that the cost of living has increased
as well as the price of the University and
programming. However, he says the problem that he will look at is the fee's "impacts
on the cost of education". He also said he is
going to look at where the money from the
activities fee has gone in the past, not at what
the additional money would be used for.
"Whether it will be approved or not I don't
know," says Schimpf, but it will receive
"serious consideration."
Ritchie says that the proposal to raise
the activities fee is the "biggest goal" of
FUSA this year. He feels that the increase
would "make a big difference in student
life." If the proposal is approved it will
provide FUSA with another $20,000. With
this money it can sponsor more events that
will in turn generate more income.
If Fitzpatrick and Schimpf approve
the proposal it will go to the Board of Trustees on Friday on their recommendation.
The Board sets all fees after reviewing the
information collected by the University
administartion. If the proposal is approved it
will be effective for the 1988-89 school
year.

\
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University Council
covers large agenda
dangers of alcohol abuse, and commends
FUSA for the Alcohol Awareness Task
Force that it has recently established.
v Next, students on the council exprised some concern about the undergraduate registration procedure, and certain
issues were discussed which will be followed up on. For example, students are not
receiving a full complement of courses upon
initial registration. Is this because of a
problem with the Op Scan Computer System? Also, with no student consultation, the
cost of a course change was raised from $5
to $10, and, in terms of the priority code,
what distinquishes between core, major,
minor, or elective?
Students also brought up the fact that
the 10-year Julie Hall rental contract, which
the University has with the Sisters of Notre
Dame, will expire next year. If Fairfield
doesn't renew, there will be no single rooms
on campus for students. Mr. Richard Rossi,
Director of Student Residences, will be
contacted to see if alternatives exist.
The next University Council meeting
will take place on February 1.

By Melissa Campanelli
Editor-in-Chief
The recent University Council meeting adressed such issues as alcohol abuse,
the registration procedure, and the Julie Hall
contract, among other things.
The Council, which met for the second time this semester on November 17, is
an advisory forum where opinions and ideas
of importance to the Fairfield University
community are voiced. The Council is
composed of members of the student body,
the faculty, and the administrative staff.
First on the agenda, the Council presented a written statement on alcohol abuse,
which publically expresses the Council's
concern about the growing issue on campus.
It reads: The University Council expresses
its concern about alcohol abuse within the
Fairfield University community and endorses the University policy on alcohol
consumption.
Further, the University Council supports all efforts to educate students on the

Career Week on the way
of Wednesday's program dealing with careers in service professions. The purpose of
this event is to expose students to a variety of
different career choices available in Social
Service, Education, Community agencies,
counseling, health, civic and non-profit
organizations. A panel of alumni and local
representatives will discuss the opportunities and challenges of working in these
professions.
Career Week will conclude on
Thursday with the Career Spectrum, where
a variety of Fairfield alumni will be available to discuss different careers. Such organizations as Aetna Life and Casualty,
Chase Manhattan Bank, and the IRS will be
sending Fairfield representatives.
Mark Dietz, director of Academics,
and Mary Beth Jan son, both of FUSA, have
hleped organize some of the events, along
with Mary Humby in the Career Planning
Center.

By Connie McKenna and John
Bowen
Managing Editor and Staff Writer
The Career Planning Center, in conjunction with FUSA, is once again planning
its annual Career Week, scheduled for Jan
25-28. A different career-related event will
take place in the Oak Room, beginning with
"Major Monday" on the 25th. For this activity, Fairfield alumni representing different
majors will speak on what they have done
with their major, or what opportunities are
open to specific majors.
On Tuesday, students will have the
opportunity to participate in mock interviews with real organizations. These interviews may be scheduled through the Career
Planning Center, and require the submission
of an updated resume.
"People Helping People" is the focus

Cheers

Finals
Schedule

CHEERS.To Sadie Hawkins and
everyone who got up the guts to ask their
favorite date..and TH 36's Sadie Hawkins
cocktail extravaganza...to the upcoming
Christmas season and the Glee Club's
Christmas concert which got the season off
to a ringing start... to all the Christmas
decorations around campus (like The
Deli's) and off-campus (like the Sea
Grape's)..to The Crucible..\he playhouse
does it again...to the Peer Counselors Marathon on Sunday...way to go guys... to James
Mapes and his POWER...to the Fairfield
reunion at Boppers in New Haven on Saturday night.we bopped the house down...to
the upcoming long, much-deserved semester break.... we all deserve it...

30320. Tuesday; 12/15. 10:00am
03033. Tuesday. 12/15. 2:30pm
10101 or 10100. Wednesday. 12/16
06606 or 06604. Wednesday. 12/16.
2:30pm

Reading Day, Thursday, 12/17
54040 or 04040. Friday, 12/IS.
2:30pm
All Principles of Accounting (AC
12)*. Friday. 12/18. 7:()()pn
70700 or 70770. Saturday. 12/19.
07070. Saturday. 1.2/19, 2:30pm

Boos

Reading Day, Sunday, 12/20

BOOS...to the lettuce crop failure,
causing the price of the Deli's cheapie to rise
to $1.20....during finals, when we need
these cheapie's the most, this had to
happen...and speaking of finals...boos,
boos, boos, go out to them...how can we
worry about studying when "Rudolph the
Red Nosed Reindeer" is on TV...to all the
stolen mirrors in Regis...what a narcisstic
theifLto the gross bathrooms all over campus after weekend activities...and off-campus, boos to rising heating bills..its going to
be a long winter...

02202. Monday. 12/21. 10:00am
40404 or 40400. Monday. 12/21.
2:30pm
All Intermediate Accounting (AC
204)*. Monday. 12/21.
7:00pm
60550. Tuesday. 12/22. 10:00am
05065. Tuesday. !•?'">'> ->-^m
'■'Alternate arrangements will h
made by the group Final Professor lb

Campus announcements
WE NEED STUDENT ENTERTAINERS!! If you are a musician, singer, or
small musical group, share your talent with us!! If you are interested, stop by the Campus
Center Room G-45, or call Lynn at x2544.
The annual University Christmas Mass will be held on Sunday, December 13, at
7 pm in the Gym. A collection will be taken up at the Mass for a scholarship fund for
needy students. A reception will follow in the Campus Center. We invite all to attend
this community celebration.
The Fairfield Dramatics is sponsoring a trip to see The, Music Man at the New
York City Opera House on Sunday, February 28,1988. The transportation (bus) to and
from New York is provided and the tickets (3rd ring seats) are $20 for club members and
$25 for non-club members. Anyone who is interested in attending, please write to Box
TT: The Fairfield Dramatics. $10 is due before the Christmas break to secure your place
on the trip. Hope to hear from you.

Carreer Planning

comer \

►ART

Resumes due in CPC before semester break for AETNA and othe companies interviewing in January and February.
G.E. will conduct Mock Interviews for Seniors on Tuesday, December 15. If interested
see Alice Hayes this week.
Career Week Is Coming!
January 25-28, 1988
"Major Monday" — Jan. 25
"Mock Interviews" —Jan. 26
"People Helping People" —Jan. 27
"Career Spectrum" — Jan. 28
More details available in the Career Planning Center. See Mary Humby, Career
Counselor, to participate in the Mock Interviewing Program.

FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
SKI CHECK LIST
&
Or
QH»
H»

*
*

RAGG WOOL HATS
RAGG WOOL GLOVES
RAGG WOOL SCARVES
RAGG WOOL SOX
100% SURPLUS WOOL PANTS
STARTING AT *995
Q* GLACIER GLASSES STARTING AT *3"
Or FULLY INSULATED AND 100%
COTTON UNION SUITS
1580 Post Rd., Fairfield Center, Fairfield
Exit 21 Conn. Tpko. Open Frl. til OPM 290-3408

CUSTOMERS
College Students And Others...
Get in on today's biggest shopping trend, with Comp-U-Card International, Inc., the nation's leading home shopping and travel service.
Join us at our Trumbull, CT Operations Center, where we keep track
of almost 9 million subscribers!
Bright, motivated college students who want to make extra money
while gaining valuable work experience would be ideal. You'll handle
phone duties-speaking to members regarding merchandise ordersand do some verfication and surveying. Excellent communication skills
and a pleasant, professional phone manner are needed. Please contact Claudia Vilas,

(203) 365-2093

compu card
■■■■■■■■■■■■I

INTI RNATIOMAl INC

40 Oakview Drive
Trumbull, CT 06611
An Equal Opportunity Employer

t:

I
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Features
The worst things
about Christmas

Weight room results
discussed

List number 1
By Joe DeVito
Features Editor

A FEW BAD THINGS ABOUT
THE HOLIDAY SEASON
1. The local network's "family"
commercials. The terrified eight year old
saying " My Dad works for WOR-TV and
told me to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy Chanukah or he wouldn't
feed me for a week." The skinny plastic tree.
The poorly behaved three-year old trying to
rip open the empty gift-wrapped box. The
constant playing of " Sleighride." Da da
dump da da dump da da dump da da! The
worst part is that stations like Channel 9
rarely have anything else worthwhile to
show besides these hellish holiday greetings.
2. Annoying store clerks who won't
help you when you 're trying to shop in the
store they work at.
3. Annoying customers who expect
you to kill yourself to help them in the store
you work at.

sible because of space limitations in the Rec
Plex building. It would be too costly to
remove the wall between the two rooms, and
the multi-purpose room downstairs is used
too frequently for aerobics and other clubs
to be used as a weight room. McGrail added
that a single room may not even be desireable because some of the clientele would
feel embarrassed orr intimidated working
out in a co-ed room.
Despite the preference shown in this
survey, McGrail stated that free weights
would just not be feasible. To outfit the Rec
Plex with a quality free weight system that
could withstand continuous use would be
loo costly and would require too much
space. Even a few weights and a curl bar
would require constant supervision from at
least two full-time trained employees, employees that are just not possible given the
Rec Plex's budget.

By Joe DeVito
Features Editor
4. The fact that The Burning Yule
Log is on TV for five straight hours on
Christmas Eve.
5. The one relative who has always
given you the most useless possible present.
Orange colored shirts. Vile perfumes and
colognes. A boring bargain-priced book
they "thought you might be interested in."
These people usually give the fruitcakes that
no one in their right mind would want to eat.
6. The sound of the bells, bells, bells.
7. People who leave their decorations
up until Easter.
8. The sickening smell of chestnuts
roasting on an open fire.
9. Ringing in the new year kneeling
in front of the toilet bowl getting rid of last
year's grain punch as well as 1987's last
meal.
10. Knowing that you won't even
come close to keeping your New Year's
resolution.

In the November 4 issue of the
Mirror, an article appeared concerning the
state of the Rec Plex weight rooms. Accompanying the article was a question sheet that
asked whether or not students preferred free
weights or the Universal system currently in
use. 94 responses were handed in, from both
men and women, and the results were the
following:
Do you lift on a regular basis? Yes—
91, No—3
Do you lift somewhere other than the
Rec Plex? Yes—59, No—35
DO you prefer free weights? Yes—
93, No—1
Would you enjoy using the weight
room more if there were feree weights?
Yes—93, No—1

So what can be done? McGrail
commented that some of the duplicates or
infrequently used machines, such as the
breadmill, could possibly be rejected by
new and different equipment. New Universal or possibly even Nautilus equipment
may be considered. Said McGrail, "We will
try to fulfill your needs as best we can within
our space and building," but this budget will
be the final determining factor.

After the results were tabulated, they
were shown to Garth McGrail, the Assistant
Director of the Rec Plex. He said he was
surprised by the number of responses received, and had already looked over the
points raised in the article. As far as both
weight rooms being changed into one large
one, McGrail said that it wouldn't be pos-

Wp/wtWait Marwick
Peat Marwick Main & Co.
is pleased to welcome the
following 1987 graduates ol
Fairfield University:

■

>

*

Stamford/White Plains/Danburv

New York

Edward Bateson
Don Franceschini
Andrew Othen

Diane Kirchner

Donna Sartorio
Michelle Yaede

f
*

.r*

1

/
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We must help our
people fi
International, and was a fine attempt at
soliciting people to join Mr. Lampidis'
cause.
I had no objections to the letter
itself or its author. What I did object to is
the choice of Amnesty International as the
organization which Mr. Lampidis chooses

To The Editor:
I am writing in response to an
editorial letter which appeared in the
Mirror last week. This expertly written
letter concerned the group Amnesty

^^

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.

I tiiiiiin

The Air Force has a special program for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call

1 1!

illl!

mi]

"lev

i?

Iliii
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all here at home. Instead of taking five
minutes to write a letter to South Africa,
write one to you local senator asking him
to push for a piece of legislation that you
support. Or better yet, why not join one of
the service organizations here on campus
that helps the poor or the mentally and
physically handicapped? We need not
look very far to find people that can
benefit from our time and efforts.

to lobby for.
Why must we look outside of our
borders to try and help? Are the people in
South Africa in a worse position than the
poor of our inner cities? Is the abuse of a
Chinese prisoner worse than the abuse of
an infant in Bridgeport? Why should an
individual in another country take
precedence over a fellow American?
I do not mean to insult or degrade
Mr. Lampidis or his cause, I just think that
his efforts and the efforts of those involved in Amnesty International could be
better used towarrds a cause that effects us

Kevin Carton '90

Letters continued on page 6

Barbados trip
sponsored
Last year, the group went to Cancun.
Many people were unhappy and not satisfied with the accomodations and the trip in
general. This year, however, the group wil
be using Moguls Tours, a very reputable
tour agency.
The trip wil cost $499 and includes
seven nights accomodations, roundtrip
airfare, special events planned everyday, a
welcome party with a free happy hour, free
barbeque and tours.

By Nora Nasif
Staff Writer
Fairfield University is sponsoring its
annual trip during Spring Break this year.
Organized by Campus Center Graduate
Assistant Jenna Balsamo, this year's trip
will be to Barbados during the week of
March 7-11.

SSgt Bruce Vieira
A table will be set up in the Campus
Center today to give information, answer
questions, and take deposits. A $25 deposit
must be submitted before Christmas break.

203-237-6623 Collect

Now Accepting Deposits For The

1988 Fairfield University Spring Break

Aiuittors

on

NASSAU
ISLAND

only

$43900

Ice Cream Manufactory
~* > T

• full service
amenities
• haircutting
& design
• creative perms
• hair coloring/
foiling
• hair removal
(waxing)
• european
skin care

Reserve Your Space Now!!
• 8 days, 7 nights hotel
(Olympia located on Lighthouse Strip. Telephone/TV/AC/Private Bath)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Round Trip Airfare
Transportation To and From Airport
Booze Cruise
Free Admission to popular Night Clubs & Casinos
All Taxes and Gratuities
3 Fairfield Beach Parties

Buy One
Ice Cream Soda
Get
One
FREE!

• make-up

• manicure/pedicure
• tanning rooms
• professional
retail products

CONTACT: Michael Marziani or John Pronovost
at 254-7082

with this ad
Offer expires
12/25/87

. BRIEF INFORMATIONAL MEETING SUN/DEC. 13th/6:00/CAMPUS CENTER MEZZ.

259-6944

1563 Black Rock Tnpk* Fairfield

366-4520
HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES

MCJNKIY mmm ss
b ngmg Teiegrarr, BaHocn Deiiverv C

Call Us We Make The Party!
Great Stocking
Stuffers
Grab bag gifts
Secret Santa
Surprises.

30% off

Holiday Cards
Boxed and single
Christmas, Hanakah,
and New Year's
Cards

Party Special

00

$39

in store
merchandise
with one
coupon only

includes: 125 balloons
X125 ribbons, helium tank>
and nozzle rental

Streamers • Confetti • Balloon Bouquets'
Party Supplies • Holiday Decorations
Animal Characters • Clowns • Magicians
Jugglers • Belly Dancers • Male Strippers
Open 7 days—Visit our exciting card & gift shop

We've
Moved!

Fairfield
367-1876

1875 Black Rock Tpke., Fairfield
(behind Newmark and Lewis)
Norwalk
New Haven
852-1876
787-1876

1

70 Reef Road
FAIRFIELD

II

AU Dlnr10NS

SCHOLA RSHII
FO

THEATR ETRA IN IN G
NEWYO RKCI TY
THE AMERIC &N MUSH :AL AN D DRAMA! IC ACADEMY
. THE MOST PF tACTICAL THf /
TRAINING IN THE NATU

r

.ONE PROGRA M THAI C OMB Nl
IHL STUDY C )h
ACTING FOR 1 HE THt a i HI
FILM AND T£ LEVISION
MUSIC THEA TRE AND JANC E

>

AUDITION L OCATIOI
NEW YORK Cl TY
ATLANTA
AUSTIN
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES >
TAMPA
TORONTO

h

THE AMERIC AN MUSH SAL AN D DRAMA1 IC ACADEMY
2109 BROAD\ VAY
NEW YORK, I JEW YOR K 1( 1022 1
(212) 787-53CK )
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Christmas Messages
Suzanne — Have a beautiful
Christmas—you've made this semester
fantastic—Meet you under the misletoe
hon — Love, Ozob
Linda, Chris, Cynthia, and Tracey
— Hope you have a graet Christmas. I'll
miss ya' over vacation. Love, Michelle.
Denys, Merry X-Mas. You can
come to stay over anytime. A roommate.
TH 131, Merry X-Mas, I'll wash
the dishes all next semester for everyone.
Clint.
To Juan El Rey, Happy Birthday
and Merry Christmas! Denis, flame on!
Love, Di.

To Humidifier and Brian and Dave,
Thanks for a fun Sadie's — Merry
Christmas! Love from your LII dates.

Martina and Kai, Eben Iben
Rockien Rollien. That's German for "Have
a Merry Christmas," right? B. and J.

To Campion 1, Have an awesome
Christmas and a "cool beans" New Year
— Terry (R.A.)

To my Campion Buddies: (Sean,
Alona, & Mo) Moonlighting has never
been so much fun — you guys are great!
Merry Christmas! Love, Jenn.

Yo Brian! Merry Christmas. I love
you - (even though you make me cry).
Regina, You can tuck us in anytime. (Bring Laura.) Merry Xmas from the
Master Canoers.
Amy, You can read us bedtime
stories anytime. (Bring Debby.) Merry
Xmas from your fictional buddies.

It may seem mysterious and a
product of chance but Vivian what isn't?
Merry Christmas, Peace on Earth — Love,
Paul.
Chris, Marianne, Ken, Kerry,
Frank, I'm still waiting to see my name
on the "Honorary Member" list. Remember, I can print all your pictures upsidedown. Have a nice holiday, J.C.

Jazzie — Merry Christmas! Love,
To Joan. Devon, Zinny, Murph,
Scull-face, Buzzer, Knaptic-head, Beeker,
Racy, Di, Kimmy, Pete-God, Billy V.W.,
Geno, TH 134, Reg, The Gonzaga Third,
and the rest of the world, Happy Easter.
Love and Kisses, Henry Kissinger.

Chris.
Kerry, Marianne and Ken — You
guys are great! Merry Christmas, Chris.

To Moner, You're cool, You make
me drool. And I ain't no fool, Cause I own
a big pool, You are a blast, And that ain't
no trash, Cause I don't pass gas, So have a
Merry Christmas (and a Happy New
Year). Love, Terry "PMC" Sul.

To Campus RA's, Happiness and
Coolness — Terry.

Melissa, Connie, Rob, Joe, Gareth,
Andrea, Lisa, Chris, Chuck, Ken, Had,
Thanks for the teamwork, friendship and
memories. John
To the News Staff: Jeanne, Greg,
Lynn, AnnMarie, Joanne, Janine,
Claudine, Bob, Christine, and Liz,
Thanks and a very Merry Christmas.
Chris.
Jenn my sweetheart...words alone
are unable to capture the essence of our
true love. Only the Lord, do i love more
than thee! May he not condemn our souls
for the deep, passionate lust we share for
each other. Love, Kevo.
TH 131 — You were right. It was
wrong of me to take away your basement
for a public laundry room. So I'm giving
it back, along with half the laundry room
receipts. Merry Christmas, Rich.
To Maria and Pam...Merry
Christmas...il know your wishing for
endless snacks for the New year. Keep
snacking! Love always, The Snack-Club
V.P.
Kathleen, I'm really happy how
things are going between us. Looking
forward to spending the holidays with
you. Merry Christmas. Love, John.

Kate, Chrissy, Andrea, Maria, Meg
— I miss the summer! Merry X-Mas.
Love, Lisa.
From the Ladies in the Mailroom
— To the work-study students there —
Merry Christmas and thank you.

Merry Christmas Regis II — Love
TH121.
Laura, come back and model for us

Merry Christmas Regis IV —
Cathy.

again.

To the 0-4, Thanks for letting me
in. See you next year at the beach (I hope).
I love you guys! —The 0-5th.

Jo, Your beauty has filled my eyes,
and your warmth has filled my heart.
Have the Merriest of Christmas'. Love
always, Sean.

Coaches, Merry Christmas
freakin..Johnson 1 Love, Cruppi Groupies.

To: FUSA Members — Happy
Holidays and have a great break. V.P.
Ken.

To all my "entity friends" on
Kostka 3, Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year. '87's been great—'88 will be
better! Love ya, J.D.

John C. Have a great legal B-Day
Christmas Baby! I love You — Lisa.
To All The Girls I Love — May I
always be surrounded by your deep
admiration. Love, Doug R.

Dear Dan, Bud, Bob and Jeff, I'll
miss you guys over vacation. Have a
great holiday. Love, Michele. (P.S.
Thanx for the candy gram.) *
J.P.F., Through Christmas and the
New Year..."Walk forever by my side."
Love, ME.
Burn & Kelly — Happy Birthday!
To the rest of my future housemates —
get psyched! And Merry Christmas — Di.
T.Q. (as in G.Q), Have a Mery
Christmas but do me a favor and find me a
cute, rich suitemate, OK? Love, J.S.
To our friends on Loyola II —
Merry Christmas! You're the best. — Jen
and AnnMarie.
The Girls at 104 — You're the best
—Lisa.
Hey Benny/Post! Give your brain a
good scrubing during the Christmas break
and come back with a clean frame of
mind! Enjoy! — from him whom you
once called "Joe Bonocore".
To the Fecalhouse — Multitude
Greetings from the heaviest and most
addicted gambler.
Cristin — Hope your Christmas is
filled with many happy memories and
some great P.' r. Huge.
Sharky, Congratulations on
schools — I knew you could do it! Merry
X-Mas to the best. Luv, The Mole.

BD, LC, DO'B, MB, JC, GC, JC,
I apologize for not washing any dishes
this semester. I promise I'll change. Next
semester, I'll wash the dishes everyday
for everybody. Merry Christmas, Clint L.
T.B.R. Merry Christmas! Thank
you for being the best listener and the
most fantastic person I've ever met. You
have no idea how happy you have made
me. I love you always. Schnuck-ums.
To Peter — Thanks for all the help
and encouragement, it means a lot!
Merry Christmas! I hope you get your
green sweater! Luv, Teri.
Merry Christmas to the Gerthmen
of Loyola 3. From certain people on
Loyola 2.
To the*House Down Past the Turn
Around — Turn the heat up and the TV
down. House account Spring Break to
Australia...well maybe brunch at the
Athena. Love, Hugh.
Denys, Fail two classes. Stay next
semester. I'm gonna miss ya. John
(P.S. But as long as your leaving, get that
broken-down car out of my parking
space.)

Merry Christmas, Moondoggy!
Love you- Gidget
Hey Sam! Keep VROOMING
during the Christmas break! You deserve
it!Chau! -U-No-Hoo

Dear Karen, We gave it a try and it
was great. I wouldn't change a thing. The
time I spent with you was the best time of
my life. I love you! Be good, Chris.
To: Men's and Women's Swiming and Diving Teams —Happy Holidays!
Good luck on exams, Capt'n Ken.

Dear Rudy-Snowy Merry Christmas Love you, Dimps

Maria, Merry Christmas...I hope
your stocking is stuffed with all new bean
bag possibilities xoxo.

To Sue, Lynne, Regina, Peg, Mary
Pat— Merry Christmas to my favorite
housemates! Happy New Year, too. Love
Kris.

Joanne, Although I can't be with
you on Christmas, this will still be the best
one yet. Merry Christmas. Love, CBH.

To Joe, Dave, Jeff, Rich, and Mike
(the guys in 143) Merry X-mas. C.J.M.
To Jogues RA Staff and Debbie,
Merry Christmas —Paul
Merry Christmas Loyala 2 -Julie
Dear Kellybean, Happy 21st
Birthday and Merry Christmas. We Luv
Ya! Turkey Butts # 1 and # 2.
John C. B: Knock Knock J: Who's
there? B: Christ J: Christ who? B:
Christ(must) be with me because I don't
have to spend the holidays with you.

Eva, Christ-mas we leave so soon?
See you next semester. Say hello to
Christa and Mom & Day. Ben.

RF, BD, CR, DR, CG — Thanks
foralotoffun! TG
Ben, My mind cannot bear the
chains which I wear or the tortures I face
so get off my case. And we all know your
real name: Richard. So there.
To those cheesey guys on Joques I
N: Christmas Tag! You're IT!! From:
Joques III N.
MK — Thanks for a great semester.
Heva a great vacation. I'll miss you. —
TG
To Mickey at the booth - Merry
Christmas to you and your wife.
Tracy-You make quite an anchorwoman. Thanks. Merry Christmas.

X
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Editorial Page
Senior Gift inappropriate
To The Editor:
I am writing with concern about
the drive to raise $10,000 in order to
purchase the Senior Class gift, a large
clock, which will rest in a highly visible
position in front of Canisius Hall. It
seems to me that such an expensive gift is
extremely frivolous and wholey impractical, (except for those who place much
importance on knowing exactly what time
it is when they're outside Canisius Hall. )
If the Senior Class is so grateful for the
academic experience four years at
Fairfield University has given them, then
why not appropriate $10,000 towards a
gift that will perpetuate the academic
experience? Perhaps this money could be
spent on computer facilities in the dorms
or townhouses, scholarships for academic
achievement or financilly burdened
students or a contribution for increased
library facilities, to name just a few
possibilities.

As a reflection of the Christian
teachings we've experienced at Fairfield
University we could perhaps give the
$10,000 outright to any number of hundreds of charitable organizations which
depserately need funding. In this holiday
season of thanking God for what we have
we are reminded of the impact $10,000 can
have on those who are in dire straits, who
desperately need shelter, food, clothing,
etc.
I don't think Fairfeld University will
be any worse off for not having $10,000
clock. It has very little practical value. I
simply feel that $10,000 of your money
could be better spent on something with
more educational and social value. Before
you spend this money think about other
possibilities for a gift and the reasons
behind your class gift. What ever you may
decide to do will reflect the values of the
class as a whole and a more responsible
choice may prove to be a more realistic
reflection of your class values.
Alexander H. Marathus

Stag support requested
To The Editor:
We are writing to voice our dismayover the lack of fan support at the recent
Stags vs. Hartford Hawks game in
Hartford. We walked into the Civic
Center and saw a screaming mob of
crazed students who appeared quite drunk
and riotous. They were wearing red. We
thought, 'Ah, this must be our cheering
section." Alas, no. The Hawks also wear
red. We looked around for any Fairfield
students for which to form a raucous mob
of our own. There were none. We went
and sat behind our bench and proceeded to
annoy every Hawk fan within screaming
distance.
We eventually found a few students
during halftime but ten scattered students
does not a Red Sea make. Students
desiring to go could have been provided a
bus by FUSA, MADD or some other
concerned organization. After all, visiting
schools which are not too distant often
bring a small yet vocal group here. Do
alleged 'Stagmaniacs' realize that half of
our games are not played at Alumni Hall?
Did a hypnotist mesmerize the Red Sea?
It was a travesty to see how little support
the Stags got in the face of an hour and
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twenty minute drive. Students have
travelled much further knowing we would
lose, i.e., Syracuse and Indiana. Well, the
Stags didn't lose this time; in fact they
came from behind led by Troy, Troy, and
Troy to .upset Hartford and their abominable referees. For those of you who do
not worship the Stags (?), there was a
Donna Summer concert (??) after the
game free. (Which we didn't bother to
attend.) We suppose that rare campus
event, the Big Keg Party, impeded more
than a few of you from going, but it came
as quite a shock to discover how many fair
weather fans we have, i.e., Davey D.
In conclusion, we would like to say
that FUSA should provide a bus for
nearby away games. It's great to go into
'enemy territory' and annoy the local fans.
It really adds excitement to a game — go
to the Iona game this weekend and find
out what we mean. It's disappointing to
see what a hypnotist and a few kegs will
do to those masquerading as Stagmaniacs.
By the way, how was the Donna Summer
concert?
Greg Guastamachio '88
George "C.H.U.D." Benoit '89

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

Ticket distribution
policy argued vs.
To The Editor:
The new athletic department policy
on the distribution of tickets to the
students for the Men's basketball games is
asinine. Yes, it is that simple.
For all of you who may not know
or understand, this policy requires that
students must pick up their free.tickets a
few days before the game. Not game
days, but so far an average of four to five
days in advance of the game. Ridiculous?
It gets better.
If you fail to get your tickets by the
Halloween before the game, you have to
pay four dollars for your ticket, and you
still sit in the same student section and
look at the same empty seats in the
reserved sections. Hang on folks, those
seats are important.
It seems that the higher-ups in the
athletic department took a long look at
those seats, and saw dollar bills instead.
See, the rationale behind the four dollars
for the late students is to make sure they
pick up their tickets early. Kind of shock
therapy. Their reasoning is that the
athletic department will be able to sell the
remaining tickets from the students'
allotment to the non-students that want to
attend the game. Not such a tremendous
thought; except that it now costs six —
count 'em — six dollars each for Mr. and
Mrs. Fairfield supporter from town. It's
six dollars for man, woman, or child. A
six-year old forks out six bucks to watch
the Stags. I say "foul".
Maybe it's me (but who am I to
speak up against this ridiculous policy,
right? Then again, $ 12,000 a year can
give anyone a right to bark out a few
inequities, so I'll continue), but almost
doubling the general public's cost of a
family night out seems more than a little
ridiculous. Maybe instead of trying to

bleed the public out of a couple more
bucks, maybe the athletic department can
have a big bake sale, like the churches do.
This is the same athletic department
that has sent the Men's basketball team to
two straight NCAA Tournaments. Each
year there is a "small" stipend/reward of
over $80,000 to the school. Another
$150,000 went to the conference during
the past two years. With all that new
money going to the school and athletic
department, I call another "foul" on the
decision to boost the cost of a public ticket
to six dollars.
This is the same athletic department
that saw the dire need to totally move and
refurbish the athletic department offices
(including the moving of the Athletic
Director's office, which seemed adequate
before the dawn of the six dollar tickets),
send the hoop teams to the Angus Steak
House for some "down-home cooking"
before every home game; put the team up
in the Stamford Marriott the night before
certain home games; send everyone and
their sister who's even remotely associated with the Stags to the NCAA tournament games (in Indianapolis and North
Carolina), yet still only gives the tennis
team one brown bag lunch for away
matches and tells them they can't play in
tournamnets because they "don't have
enough money to stay overnight in a hotel
in the budget." Fair? I think not.
Now I'm no dummy, the hoop team
brings in most of the money for the
athletic department, so they should
definitely get most of it back, but this
ticket situation/policy is only a symptom
of a root problem: money, and how to get
more out of it. And no — I am not a
member of the tennis team.
J. Alfred Kelly'89

Third reading day
requires quiet
To The Editor:
The idea of a third reading day
during finals week has been a topic of
discussion for many years. This year
there has been much progress in clearing
up the pros and cons concerning a third
study day. The majority of the faculty and
administartion are behind the idea of a
third reading day. The biggest problem,
however, focuses around you, the students.
The biggest argument against a
third reading day is the noise in the dorms
on the night before reading day. Although
it is the last day to relax and have a good
time before finals, the noise level is often
too high and the activities out of control.
Although the library extends its hours and
the first floor of Bannow is now open until
1 am during finals week, many students
still wish to study in their rooms. How-

ever, the noise in the dorms often makes
this impossible. It is infringing upon the
rights of those students who do wish to
study in the dorms the night before
reading day.
What it comes down to is the
students. If you would like to see a third
reading day in the Academic Calender for
88-89, we need your cooperation. Try to
keep the noise levels down in the dorms
that night. If the third reading day is to be
a reality, you must be willing to give
something in return. This will be an
important influence on the decision for a
third reading day. Again we need your
cooperation. Thank you and good luck
during exams.
Mark Dietz
Director of Academics
FUSA 87-88

Editor's Note: On page 1 of last week's Mirror, it was incorrectly stated in an article
entitiled "Large agenda covered at FUSA meeting", that Canisius Hall is now open until
midnight. The first floor of Bannow, instead, will he open until J am as a result of the work
done hy the Acadmics Committee of FUSA.
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Commentary
Will the present totalitarian regime of
Pinochet change?
Hadaelena Messia
Q.n Tuesday, December 3, Elvira
(Morales Fuentes spoke to a small
audience about her life and her
struggle for a free Chile. She is visiting
the United States as a representative of the
Committee of the Families Victimized by
Repression in Chile, Regional Committee
for the Rights of the People in Santiago,
and the Commission Against the Death
Penalty. She will continue the visit
speaking to Churches, human rights and
humanitarian organizations in the Midwest, Pennsylvania, and California.
Ms. Fuentes started the talk by
telling something about the recent history
of Chile, later of her experience. In 1970,
Salvador Allende, representative of the
Popular Unity (UP) coalition of the
Socialist, communist, and other leftist
radical groups, was elected president.
Three years later, Sept. 11, 1973, a
military coup led by Augusto Pinochet
took over the Government. Since then,
the country has fallen under a reign of
terror. For Elvira and thousands of others
like her, Sept. 11 marked the beginning of
a life struggle for freedom.
Two days after the coup, her son
was almost killed at his workplace by the
military men. He was the coordinator of
a. fishing cooperative which was part of
Allende's program. She described the
day, "Inside (the building of the cooperative) must have been 50-60 cadavers.
People just killed by the military for
nothing. I vomited. Never, ever will I
forget this scene. I ran into the building
looking for my son neverminding the
military men all around. There in the
patio in the middle of the building were a
bunch of men lying on the ground with the
military men pointing their guns at them
getting ready to shoot them. I screamed
and grabbed my son. I pleaded with them
not to dare shoot." They let him go. He
later took refugee in the Panama Embassy.
He now lives as an exile in Panama.
Her other children have also been taken
prisioner and been exiled. For having
spoken on behalf of her children and of all

of the political prisioners, Ms. Fuentes
herself has been imprisioned, beaten and
tortured by the CNI( Chile's Secret
Police). As a result of which she is now
deaf in her right ear. Her Guillermo is
now in prison for life. In 1973 he was
taken prisioner and sentenced to 37 years
of prison. Later he was given amnesty to
Canada. Unable to adapt to Canada, he
returned to Chile in 1978 without permission. He was arrested again, and sentenced for life by the Permanent Presiding
War Council. In prison he was food
poisoned. He was saved by French
intervention who were able to operate
him. As a result he was temporarily
blinded and remains mute because his
vocal chords had to be removed. He is
now begining to speak with his stomach.
Ms. Fuentes spoke on the prisioners
and their families. Any sign of political
organization and connection, or antigovernmnet feeling means being taken
prisoner and tortured. There are 600
political prisoners, 71 of them women.
Three have died in prison and thousands
have died during or because of torture.
Some, such as Rigoberto Pizarro Pena,
commit suicide. Mothers are imprisioned
with their children, and then after two
years they are separated. Some mothers
never see their childdren again. "The
health and living conditions," Ms.
Fuentes continued, " are extremely poor,
especially given the fact that the majority
have some kind of health problem as a
result of torture they receive—dental
problems, stomach and psychological
problems." The prisoners have a
workshop in which out of left over bones
and other things they try to make artifacts
to sell and thus be able to buy food, and
create some support. Since the food
poisoning, the prisoners do not trust the
food and must get it through their own
means—which is not easy. Often, the
hard work put into the making of these
artifacts becomes worthless and frustating.
The artifacts are often destroyed by the
police and officers in the cell.
In 1980 Chile signed a treaty by
which it promised not to torture people

anymore. But this is not true, Ms.
Fuentes stated, "Everyone is tortured."
Her story is that of many in Chile. People
like Gina Cerda Yeomans, Labra Araya,
Pedro Burgos, Jorge Palma, etc. have been
interrogated and tortured because they
were thought to be anti-Allende; they
were falsely accused of being terrorists
and of plotting against him. If a member
of their family belongs to a political party,
the whole family is watched. Women are
raped, beaten, and tortured by electric
shocks. Many are condemned to death,
which is the ultimate violation of the
Human Rights.
And yet the Chileans have not given
up their hope. If anything, it has made
their struggle for justice stronger and even
more willing. In Ms. Fuentes' words " It
must be said with a strong voice that for
fighting we are victims of repression, that
we have continued fighting all these years
and that we will continue until totally
free. This is also how others believe—the
students, the shantytown dwellers, the
Mapuches, the youth, the professionals,
the workers, the victims of the repression." Ms. Fuentes thanked the international organizations that have expressed
solidarity to the Chilean cause. She feels
that they have made a tremendous
difference in the course of the struggle.
She said she spoke in behalf of all the
mothers whose sons, like hers, were saved
through an international organization.
A freer Chile needs their help, but the
real force is the people itself. She is very
optimistic for the future. The opposition
against Pinochet has increased in the past
years. There are five political parties in
the front run, but unfortunately they are
polarized. She believes that they should
unite and move Chile to a democracy
where everyone will be treated equally,
and where everyone will be represented
politically. People like her are making the
difference, and el pueblo unido jamas sera
vencido..
Ms. Fuentes' purpose in coming to the
United States is "to personally denounce
the social conditions in Chile and the
denial of human rights by the military

Presidential spotlight: Robertson
Paul Vigna
^L jt i atching Pat Robertson speak
%/%/ on a Sunday morning religious
T T program is merely interesting.
Listening to him speak on a stage about
being president is frightening.
Robertson, having been a TV
preacher for some years, is sharp on stage.
He knows how to word his speeches. He
speaks clearly with a sense of moral
righteousness, and he always smiles.
Finding out about Robertson's past
proved difficult, except for knowing that
he is a former evangelist. He has publicly
admitted that during his youth he lived "a
rather racous life," but that three years
after his marriage he had a born-again experience which changed his life.
Watching Robertson on TV giving
a speech for his bid was, again, frightening. He minces no words when talking
about where he wants to take the nation.
"We must return to the old-fashioned
concept of moral restraint and abstinence
before marriage," Robertson says.
Robertson received cheers when he
said that if elected, he would cut off all
federal money going to any type of
;
i
*

abortion clinic. This came after he
discussed how he would handle the
defecit. Instead of raising taxes, he said
he would cut federal spending.
A big issue for Robertson was
American schools. He said that he wanted
to "bring God back into schools," which
means reinstituting prayer in the classroom. He claimed that this is the reason
our educational system was great, and he
feels he can restructure that.
He also discussed setting up a
teachers' council, with "strong leftist
tendencies," which would monitor (a nice
word for control by force), everything
taught in schools. Yes sir, throw out that
Darwin maniac, let's get some Genesis
back into the classroom. If Robertson
thinks kids should have a strong moral
background, why dosen't he crack down
on the church? Isn't it their responsibility?
He then went off on a tangent about
conservatism. "Conservatism is on the
minds" of the people, Robertson says. He
then talked about the Revolution and
likened his candidacy to a second American Revolution. Well, I wouldn't go that
far.

"I will not give the streets of the
cities to homosexuals, drug pushers, and
organized crime," he boldly declared. His
vision of America is a scary one, despite
the sweet words he uses. In 1630, John
Winthrop declared that the Massachusetts Bay Colony was "a city upon a
hill," a model of Christian charity.
Robertson said he wanted the U.S. to be
seen as a "city of righteousness." If he
gets his wish, he may send us back much
further than Robert Bork could have
dreamed of.
Can he win? When he formally
annonced his run for the presdiency, he
stood in front of a pile of 3.3 million
letters and petitions supporting him. Still,
it is doubtful that he could get enough
mass appeal to win, even if he does have a
solid backing.
So, while it seems that he is a
longshot, it's scary to picture his moralityenforced America. Although he never
says religion, it is implied, and that is in
direct violation of the First Amendment of
the Constitution, as everybody knows.
Clearly, Pat Robertson is not a man who
has the whole nation's best interests in
mind.

dictatorship...I bring a message of
struggle, of trust in the certainty that
together we will win." Today is the
celebration of the adoption of the Universal Bill of Human Rights by the United
Nations in 1948, which condemns death
penalty and the use of torture. It is for the
protection of these rights that Ms. Fuentes
is fighting. Her fight is that of any
mother whose son or daughter has been
imprisioned. This day makes her cause all
the more important. Her pacifist battle for
the rights of her childdren is the battle
against injustice.
We can all join in her cause, which
is in a way our cause. The first step
towards a just society is being aware of
what the injustices are, and to support
those organizations that try to put an end
to inhumane acts. Ms. Fuentes sons were
saved by an international organization. If
we do not help them, then who will? Or
who will when we need help?

A first step
towards a
heterogenous
campus
Yael M. Tous
The incredible need to raise minor
ity enrollment at Fairfield University is always a part of future
administration plans. The desire to create
a heterogenous community at Fairfield is
definitely a great idea, but the real
problems of overcoming the lack of
cultural awareness have not been faced.
Fairfield University is predominantly a "white" university. The majority
of students who are enrolled here come
from a middle class or upper middle class
enviroment, and are insensitive to the fact
that people all around the world are
different, with different values and beliefs.
There is a tendency of not accepting the
students as they really are, but of transforming this group of people, who
obviously are not a part of this "white
community," into an extension of it.
Analyzing the point in a concrete way, we
can say that if we, the minority, do not
talk, eat, act or feel "white" then complete
approval will not be felt. Being a truthful
person who really stands up for her Puerto
Rican culture and beliefs, I have consistently experienced that the problems
appear when I stand up for what I am, do
not act as a "white" student and express
pride in my incredibly rich heritage in
which few show any interest. Students
who are intellectually prepared and ready
to accept those who are not a part of their
social enviroment are not the problem.
On the contrary, those are the very few at
Fairfield University who are presently
helping the administration overcome this
terrible and shameful lack of cultural
awareness.
Finally, I urge the "typical"
Fairfield student to educate him or herself
to open his or her narrow mind by
accepting the culture and beliefs of
minority groups, rather than stereotyping
or attempting to force their culture on us.
This is only one way of overcoming
cultural ignorance, closemindedness, and
bureacratic stupidity.
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Arts & Entertainment
Glee Club
rejoices
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
This hasn't exactly been a troublefree semester for the newly-formed Fairfield University Glee Club. The combining
of the Men's Glee Club, the Women's
Chorale, and the Chamber Singers was an
action hardly devoid of reaction. Regardless of the politics involved, this version of
the Glee Club presented "The Many Moods
of Christmas" last Sunday afternoon in the
Oak Room. The verdict? Thumbs up. No
question.
The first part of this presentation
really hit home during the acapella laced "A\
New Song." Franck's "Psalm 150"putorchestrial accompaniment back in the picture.
Their arrangements elevated the already
lofty level of excellence. The initial, section
ended with a contemporary slant during the
festive "Ride the Chariot."
Part two of the afternoon put the
spotlight on the Fairfield University Cham-

ber Singers (the song sector whose members
are in both the Gle Club as well as the
Chamber Singers). The section where the
sine nomine singer isolated the platform especially stood put. Possibly the best moments came when John Schratweiser and
John o'Brien sang the Bowie/Crosby
Christmas fave "Peace on Earth/Little
Drummer Boy," a hybrid piece of eventual
hope. Schratweiser, the tenor, indubitably
meshed well with the respected songsman
O'Brien. Matters continued with "Go, Tell
It On the Mountain," another upbeat, almost
hyperactive, endeavor.
After an intermission, the entire Glee
Club returned providing a rousing array of
old-fashioned, but timeless, Christmas
Classics. Among them: "Silent Night," "O
Come All Ye Faithful," and "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing." All ranged from solid to
spectacular. Advisor Father Smith, condutor Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell, and
pianist Gloria Chu were the trio who shed
some magic in Christmas. The singers put
some magic into song.

The Christmas we
get we deserve

Technology makes CD
come into play
By Daniel May
StqffWriter
The introduction of laser technology
to mainstream audio consumers has revolutionized not only the stereo business itself
but also the complementary recording industry. Over the past five years record
companies such as Columbia, EG, Motown,
and many others have been reissuing out of
print recordings onto the compact disc format. Anyone interested in creating a large
compact disc library of classics is more than
pleased at this trend. However, many times
these re-issued recordings are not transferred to the new laser format with much
care. Many of the recordings contain so
much hiss and original recording fuzz that
the old records are superior. The key to
determining whether or not to purchase a

classic on CD format is not whether the
music is great but whether the added cost of
the CD will actually make a difference in the
sound quality. Most middle 60's recordings
such as the first few Rolling Stones compact
discs are excellent records but-bad CDs because of the old analog recordings. No
matter what the company says it is difficult
to hide original limitations of the source
tape. No amount of digital remastering can
fix what wasn't even captured on the tape to
begin with. Derek & the Dominos' classic
two record album, "Layla," is rendered inept
by bad transfer to laser. Many CDs though,
such as Van Morrison's "Moondance" and
the new "Doors Best" double CD are fine
examples of what cd technology is capable
of. When buying a CD, especially a classic,
it's always best to listen to it first or pick up
a copy of High Fidelity, which has CD reviews every month.

Running
Man
stumbles

Call your mummy

By Scott MacDonald
StqffWriter

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call
1800 222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

AT&T

The right choice.

* (out of four)
I like Arnie, I really do. The
Terminator was great. Commando was
tongue-in-cheek hilarity. Predator was
slick and exciting.
However,
Schwarzenegger's latest, The Running
Manx (directed by Starsky, I mean, Paul
Michael Glaser) is none of the above. I did
what a friend told me to do and "checked my
brain at the door," but even comatose I
couldn't enjoy this. I wasn't expecting
Shakespeare, but a plot might have been
nice.
What happens? Well in totalitarian
2017, Arnie's an escaped convict (for a
crime he didn't commit, of course), gets
captured and put on Richard (Mr. Family
Feud) Dawson's game show, where Arnie,
two of his rebel buddies, and Maria Conchita Alonso run through deserted, burned
out city blocks and are stalked by over-thehill, overweight, former wrestling stars,
much to the delight of the TV viewers. Yes,
the above sentence is a run-on and is convoluted, but so's this flick. Sure, some of the
action scenes are exciting, but they're not
worth sitting through the "plot" and dialogue. The movie totally falls apart at the
end when Arnie and Maria find the secret
rebel base that- hey!- just happens to be
located in the last city game sector. Along
with Dweezil Zappa, they lead a brave band
of rebels on a dangerous fight that will
restore truth and justice to our society once
more. Give me a break. Please.
Throughout this farce, Amie merely
looks mean and quips lame one-liners. His
best line, "I'll be back," was ripped off from
The Terminator. The most unintentionally
funny line of Arnie's was when he was about
to kill a stalker, but instead looked into a TV
camera and stated, "I will not kill a man
unnecessarily." Obviously the script writer
forgot about the fifty corpses Amie left
behind. Also, Maria Conchita Alonso's
Hispanic accent kept changing strength
from scene to scene. That annoyed me. In
fact, this whole movie annoyed me. I
haven't had this much fun at a movie since
Superman TV. Wait to see The Running Man
when it limps to cable.
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Wonderous Stories

Miller's The Crucible
captured
By Brian Dunleavy and Patrick
Quinlan
Staff Writers
"Abby, we've got to tell...we must tell
the truth, Abby!" MARY WARREN
Arthur Miller, wrote his controversial
play, The Crucible, in response to the lies and
hypocrisy of the McCarthy Era. The
Fairfield Playhouse is currently presenting
their version of this gripping drama.
The production, directed by H. Edward Spires, included many fine performances by the entire cast. Especi al ly noteworthy was the acting of Steven Angelo in the
lead role of John Proctor and Michael T.
Habetz as Deputy Governor Danforth.
Their individual performances in Act II,
Scene I were simply intense. Also outstanding were Kara Callender as Abagail Williams and Shruti Rajan as Tituba.
Calender's excellence was most noticeable

By Robert Amoroso
Arts & Entertainment Editor

It's been a long time since we've heard from the Scorpions...Look for their Love
Master LP due out in January...The delays on this one have been numerous...There's,
an ugly rumour making rounds concerning David Lee Roth's band.The word is bassist
during her stormy interaction with Angelo's
supreme Billy Sheehan is out of the line-up..No reason why...DLR's new LP will be
Proctor in Act II, Scene I. Anthony
called Skyscraper and it should (nothing definite here) be out by the first week in
McKiernan's portrayal of the crusty Giles
January...Reliable source Mr. Mitch (TH 134) told me Whitesnake will headline venues
Corey was both humorous and strong.
across the U.S. with a tour slogan: "Glands Across America"...So much for taste...Wall
Dennis Heffren playing the part of ReverenStreet
is the only holiday movie that looks worthwhile....Men Without Hats will bring
dale was perhaps a bit rigid at the outset, but
a prop snowman on the road when they tour... I' ve heard plenty of good things about their
he improveed as the play progressed. Jennew record...Thanks to Shireen Rustom for her Battle of the Bands article last
nifer Glavin, Maura C. Rowe and Michael
issue...She'll be having a birthday next week and I wish her a happy one...Also on the
H. Hegley also gave glittering performances
birthday
agenda: Mr. Greg Tole goes one year beyond legality...Greg at 22... A class act
in the roles of Elizabeth Proctor, Reverend
continues...The Depeche Mode show at MSG (December 18) sold out in four hours... A
Parris and Mary Warren, respectively.
friend of mine back home paid SI 75 for front row seats...Yes at the Meadowlands that
The only faults of an otherwise fine
same night is also sold out...They added a show the following evening... A controversial
production were the sound effects and the
question
about John Coulter: Is he a better person or athlete? Merry Christmas John..
background music. Both were loud, over..Happy
birthday
John...They tell me they're one in the same....Slightly sad but inevitable
bearing, and a distraction from the great
news:
Zebra,
the
Long Island power trio, has been dropped from their label deal with
performance. After a chiling first scene, the
Allantic.They may hook up with a smaller label, but nobody knows for sure.. .Zebra was
play flows well and the stage lighting and set
not perfect, but far better than many bands who are more successful.. .Eric Clapton doing
create the appropriate moods.
a beer commercial?...Who's next?...Do you think Pepsi is regretting the deal they made
Overall, the Fairfield University
with Michael Jackson? Bruce Willis and Demi Moore tied the knot...My admiration
Playhouse's adaption of Arthur Miler's The
for Willis has ceased...Final serious note: my buddies and I found a set of keys around
Crucible is very well done. The play will be
the Townhouse area..There are roughly ten keys included with a Boston Red Sox
from December 7 - 12. All should
keychain...This is no joke...If they are yours or somebody you know, etc., call the Mirror
attend such an excellent rendition of a clasV^pffice...Ask for moL.Tempus Fugit.
- _j
sic.

Invest in a
high-rate CD.
Macintosh™ Plus
Personal Computer

Apple lies'
Personal Computer

Get an Apple.® Free!
Choose the CD that's right for you, and get your choice
of an Apple:

At First Federal Bank of Connecticut, our Certificates of
Deposit have always been safe and secure investments-insured for up to $100,000, backed by $1.6 billion in assets and
over $220 million in capital. Plus, our rates have consistently
been among the best around. Now, when you open up a 5- to
10-year CD, you can choose a free Apple personal computer of
your very own!
Don't wait! Take advantage of this very special offer. Stop by
any of our 25 offices in New Haven and Fairfield counties. Or
fill out the coupon, drop it in an envelope with your check,
and mail it back to us.

r

Minimum Balance

Term

Rate

$ 3,500
$ 5,000
$ 6,500
$ 8,000
$10,000
$15,000

10 yr.
9 yr.
8 yr.
7 yr.
6 yr.
5 yr.

For the latest
rates, stop by First
Federal Bank or call
1-800-325-2424,
weekdays
£00AM-5:00PM

Please Print
Please open my
-year certificate. Enclosed is my check for $payable to: First Federal Bank of Connecticut. Date

FM|

FIRST
FEDERAL
BANK

SOC. SEC. OR TAX ID (#1)
NAME »2 (FOR JOINT ACCOUNT)
ADDRESS

I prefer the: □ Apple lies
Ship to:

□ Apple Macintosh Plus

OF CONNECTICUT V

First Federal Bank of Connecticut,
A Federal Savings Bank.

TELEPHONE

NAME
ADDRESS (STREET ADDRESS ONLY. CANNOT BE DELIVERED TO PO BOX)

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Please send to:
First Federal Bank of Connecticut, Department Apple, 80 Elm Street, New Haven, CT 06510

.

Depositors receiving merchandise invest in term accounts paying annual rates of simple interest. Interest is paid at maturity with no annual compounding.
A substantial penalty will be imposed for eariy withdrawal. This penalty will include a proportional value of the merchandise received. The value of the
merchandise is reportable to the IRS in the year in which the merchandise is shipped. All rates subject to change without notice and offer may be withdrawn
or altered at any time. Offer not available for IRA or KEOGH accounts. Merchandise subject to availability and warranted by manufacturer. Allow 4-6 weeks lor delivery.

m

S

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Macintosh Laboratory Inc.
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Cash
Books

The Campus Bookstore will buy back your used books and pay you up to 50% of the current retail price.

Examples:

LIST PRICE BUY BACK

Ball- International Business
Bowen- Basic Statistics
Corley- The Legal Environment of Bus.
Evans- Marketing
Fisher- Legal Environment of Bus.
Jordan- Western Philosophy
Kagan- Western Heritage (Since 1300)
Kamien- Music An Appreciation
Matthews- Policies & Persons
Newhall- History of Photography
Oxford- New English Bible #5l20A
Schroeder- Operations Management
Weston- Ess. of Managerial Finance

38.20
-29.95
36.20
kl.60
38.85
21.60
32.95
39.95
3^.20
2^.95
16.20
^1.20
44.25

1,9.00
15-00
18.00
20.50
19.00
10.50
16.50
20.00
17.00
12.50
8.00
20.50
22.00

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STORE CAMPUS CENTER SPECIAL BOOK BUY HOURS
.—1.

Dec. 14 thru 17 800-6:30

1—

■

Dec..,18 -.8:30-4:30

i,

,

1

11

■

1

,

1

— -1. -1

111

pi

Dec. 19-10:00-2:00

EARN
UP TO

AN
HOUR

PACKAGE
HANDLERS

(Up to 70 lbs.)

UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility, 190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:(50 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
*

United Parcel Service
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Betting Gurus pick N.F.L. week 13
By Erik Olesen and Joel Gray
Staff Writers
Well, well, well. We were 4-2 last
week, and, if you took our added pick,
St.Louis and the over, we were 5-3. Not too
bad, but two of the games we lost on truly
surprised us. Cleveland and Dallas both lost
at home to the Colts and Falcons respectively. Don't ever wonder why we call it the
National Fixed League, but 5-3 isn't bad.
This week we hope to do even better, but you
never know with the National Fixed League.
*** Seattle -3 vs. Denver
Seattle has lost 2 in a row and was
utterly humiliated in Denver earlier in the
year. Denver has not performed extremely
well in the dome and their lack of a serious
running game should hurt their offense
gainst the tough Seattle D. This is a MUST
game for Seattle and being at home should
help matters. El way is great, but even the
greatest hate being forced to throw, especially when the noise level in a dome blocks
out any possibilities of audibiling at the line
of scrimmage. The Boz should mirror Elway all day long and we'll be surprised if
this one is even close. Seattle 23 Broncos
13.
***New England-21/2 over New
York Jets
The New England Patriots are home
in a must win game as they take on the
unpredictable New York Jets. The Pats had
the Broncos in a deep hole last week when
they were up 17-3 going into the third quarter, but two costly turnovers put Elway back
in the game enabling him to go to his Arsenal. On the other hand though, Tom Ramsey
has done an excellent job for the Patriots
considering he was the Pats third string
quarterback before Steve Grogan and Tony
Eason went down with injuries. Moreover,
Andre Tippet and Kenneth Simms will harass the Jets' Ken O'Brien and make Joe
Walton want to pull his hair out. Furthermore, this is a revenge game for the Patriots.
The last time the two met, the Jets humiliated the Pats, therefore, look for the Pats to
have a good game against the Jets coming
off a short work week. Pats 27-13.
***San Diego-3 vs. Pitt.
SYSTEM BET: San Diego has lost
their three games and dropped 4 in a row to

the pointspread. Fouts and company are
coming home after a brutal loss in Houston,
one in whicli Fouts blamed himself for the
loss. Pittsburg has a fast but inexperienced
secondary and Fouts" should open up the
game throwing short to his backs and tight
ends to draw the secondary closer to the line
of scrimmage. Once this happens, he'll have
no qualms about airing it out and Malone (ha
ha ha) will be forced to throw. This should
be a blowout and a high scoring one at that.
Fouts will take control aand in our minds
he's still one of the top 5 in the NFL despite
his age. Chargers 34 Steelers 20.
**St. Louis +2 vs. Giants
It's revenge time for Lomax and co.
Lucky for the Giants if they can get motivated to win in front of a packed house at
home, but this should be a different story in
redbird town. Lomax has been throwing
quite well lately, and the Giants leaky secondary should be easy to pick on. Remember,

St. Louis lost earlier in the year in N.J., they
should come out fired up enough at home for
the defending world cahmps. Watch for the
Giants to break out on top early, but perform
their patented 2nd half collapse with Roy
Green receiving for about 150 yards. St.
Louis 27 Giants 21.
As an added bonus, we can't resist
these bonuses, just like last week, we'll say
that the Monday Night Game putting the
Bears at San Francisco will be a high scoring
game and should not go over the posted
total. Two great quarterbacks on Monday
Night Football just can't resist airing it out.
We were also tempted to pick Dallas over
Washington and Minny over Green Bay but
Dallas is too Jekyll and Hyde and picking
NFC Central conference games is close to
impossible. So, if you have to bet Monday
night, take the over. To rap it up, we've
picked 4 teams and an over-under for Monday night. Good Luck.

Stag Tracks
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
Hoops...Iona...roadtrip...they might hate us now more than we hate them...bring
your big friends...the Lady Stags take on the Lady Gaels (?) at Iona tonight...the men
invade New Rochelle for a duel at 2 on Saturday...Iona returns all of their key players
from last year's MACC final...think they've learned how to spell revenge?... a confident
Troy Bradford says he "can't wait"...he's averaging 21 p.p.g. through the Stags first
three games...Tom Squeri is averaging 9.3 rebounds a game...both good for top 5 in the
MAAC.the Stags host Marist on the last day of finals...they travel to the Utah Classic
Dec. 28-29...fellow NCAA Tourney participant Northeastern provides the challenge
for the Stags on Jan. 5 in their first return to the Meadowlands since The
Game...attention Red Sea roadtrippers...Sat. Jan. 16 at the Palestra in Philly vs.
LaSalle...Mrs. Letter is out buying "Lysol" right now...The Lady Stgas travel to the
Villanova Wildcat Tournament where they open up against Notre Dame on Dec.
28...from Philly they travel to Brigham Young and Utah on Jan. 5 and 6...two straight
trips to the NCAA tournamnet but those benches in Alumni Hall are still as uncomfortable as ever...with a little over six minutes left in the first half Monday night, the Stags
were leading 17-16...Freshman Harold Brantley blocked Hofstra's next shot with his
elbow and it led to a Troy Bradford 3-pointer at the other end...Next possession for
Hofstra, Tom Squeri blocks a shot... Marvin Walters drove the floor and made a nice dish
to Brantley..Harold responded with a jam that they heard up at Julie:..his second of the
game....the crowd chanted "Harold, HaroId"..."I didn't even look up when I heard that,
I just tried to keep concentarting. That's the first time that happened to me."... It won't
be the last..."Everyone was asking me, 'when you gonna dunk the ball?"..."It's fun
playing for Fairfield"..Harold's making it fun to root for FairfiekL.Hey, Bob if you're
^going to lead the Red Sea you gotta lose the Guy Irace look...See you next year.
_j

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY'S
SUMMER CAMPUS IN
FLORENCE.
June 27-July 30,1988

Fairfield University, in affiliation
with the Lorenzo de' Medici
Institute of Art and Language,
invites students, artists, teachers, and
traditional and non-traditional
learners to attend a very special
Summer Campus program in
Florence.
This enriching, month-long experience lets you expand your artistic
and cultural horizons and earn up to
9 college credits (Undergraduate or
Graduate) while you explore the
famous monuments and museums of

Florence. Non-credit option also
available.
English language instruction is
offered in a wide range of studio arts
and humanities classes, including:
Archaeology, Drawing, Art History/
The Renaissance, History of Italian
Opera, Florentine Crafts, Painting
and Sculpture. Italian language and
conversation is taught at all levels.
Air and ground travel, student or
upgraded, air-conditioned accommodations, tuition, and more included.
Travel arrangements by CIT Tours

Corp. For more details, call or write:
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, Florence
Summer Campus Program, Canisius
Hall - Room 9, Fairfield University,
Fairfield, CT 06430. (203) 254-4110.

Skating
Stags stall
By The New Melee & TUHH
Staff Writers
On Wednesday night, December 2,
the Stags looked to halt their losing streak at
three as they played host to tough division
rival Quinnipiac College. Coming off a
sound defeat the previous week at Trinity
College, one would have thought that the
intensity level would have been up a notch \
or two. However, that was not the case. Dr.
McCarthy's boys instead came out flat,
showing the effects of the Thanksgiving
layoff.
The first period was highlighted by
some good hard checks, and a few quality
saves at each end by the respective goaltenders. At the six minute mark though, Quinnipiac drew first blood. Freshman goaltender Craig Lauder was helpless as the Braves
worked the power-play masterfully for their
first tally. The score at the end of the first
period was a respectable 1 -0 considering the
play of the men in red.
Having figured they had skated off
all their turkey, the Stags opened up the
second period on fire. An early Quinnipiac
penalty handed the Stags their first real
scoring opportunity of the contest. However, frosh Craig DePodesta was robbed on
three successive shots by the hot Braves
goalie. Needless to say the DePo fan club
was far from happy at this point. Unfortunately, that was the last true scoring attack
the Stags mounted on that evening. Quinnipiac proceeded to score as their man returned from the penalty box, and later added
a shorthanded goal to raise the deficit to 30 at the second period buzzer.
By the time the third twenty minutes
rolled around, the lack of depth on the Stag
team was starting to become more evident.
Despite the fact that the period ended 0-0
and the final score was 3-0, Quinnipiac
constantly exploited the overworked men in
red. It is games like these that the Stags have
to win to remain competitive. However, Dr.
McCarthy is hopeful that things will turn
around when two key players return next
semester. The Stag Icemen will attempt to
halt their 4 game slide Wednesday night in
Massachusetts against Fitchburg State. The
Stags then return home for the semester
finale Saturday night against Villanova.
REDLINES: This past Saturday was
the annual Alumni game. The result was the
usual, butagood time was had by all. At this
point Pat Brady seems to be the early favorite for the Ron Ferrero memorial award.
The Tom Festa Helmet award is still up for
grabs. If things don't change soon though a
lot of Stags will have sunburns. Remember
Villanova Saturday night...the Horns will be
there, I'm sure.

STUDENTS
sj
tSph/

School of Continuing
Education
Fairfield, CT 06430

Work during
semester break.

temporary Services
388-1782
38 Stonybrook Rd. Strld.
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To celebrate our 10th anniversary, we'll take 50% OFF your next dynamite cut!*
Just bring in this ad or your student I.D. We are opposite Carvel's, one mile from
Fairfield U. Offer is good for the month of December with Karen, Gina and Lauren.
1342 Kings Hwy. Cut-off
Fairfield
259-5550

Tues.-Sat.
9:00 to 5:00
Thurs. 9:00 to 7:00

HANSENS FLOWER SHOP

& GREENHOUSES

345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461

\
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Sports
Hoop Stags "D" up the Dutchmen;
raise record to 2-1
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
Three games into the 1987 season, a
bet on the under in a Fairfield Stags basketball game is as safe as one waged on stress
during finals. Good defense, poor foul
shooting, and enough turnovers to start a
bakery added up to a 43-40 Fairfield win
over Hofstra on Monday night.
Co-captain Tom Squeri (8 pts., 8 reb.)
hit a short turnaround in the paint with 3:22
left ;o give the Slags a 41 -37 edge. That slim
cushion, (no cushion ever got thicker than
six), lasted until freshman Harold Brantley
got called for one of those fouls only freshmen get called for as Hofstra's Matt Tucker
banged in a four-footer. Tucker banged
home the accompanying free throw to make
it 41-40 with 1:51 left. For already the
second time in this short season it became
make it or break it time for the young Stags.
Marvin Walters missed the front end of a
one and one with 1:40 left but Harold
"Gameball" Brantley made amends for his
foul moments ago, beat his man, and tipped
the rock home for a 43-40 Stag lead. "I think
their guy thought Marvin would make it. I
just cut hard for the basket," related Harold.
On Hofstra's next possession the
Stags played their toughest defense when it
was most important. HofsUja couldn't
manage a shot before the 45 second shot
clock expired, turning the ball oker to Fairfield with 53 seconds left.
f

for a three-pointer (thanks to Harold's offensive
rebound) which the Stags' defense
channeled towards the right man. He missed
and Fairfield got its second win 43-40.
"Other teams have been starting to
scout us, so they ran a box and one on me
tonight," said co-captain Troy Bradford
who managed only 11
shots from the field
and three from threepoint land for a 13
point night.
Eddie Duncan
had another steady
performnace, netting
7 points on 3-5 shooting, and grabbing 7
rebounds while playing the full 40 minutes.
Harold
Brantley "looked
good tonight" in the
words of Mitch and
many of the fans. He
logged 35 minutes,
scored 11 points, got
four offensive rebounds (5 total) and
blocked four or five
shots, although he
was officially credIf Harold Brantley develops a free-throw touch, strong
ited with only 2.
moves like this one will be even more valuable.
'The two areas
(Photo by Whitehou.se)
we still gotta get bet-

"We always hung in defensively. I
thought the game was won on defense,"
stated a semi-satisfied Mitch Buonaguro.
The Stags ran the clock down to 18
seconds until Marvin Walters was fouled,
yet the sophomore point guard could not
convert. The Dutchmen were forced to work

ter at are our turnovers and free throw shooting," slated Coach Buonaguro very accurately.
The Stags shot 52% from the charity
"for who" stripe, and 6 for 17 in the second
half! In addition, the inexperienced Stags
made nearly two dozen turnovers.

FAIRFIELD 63 HARTFORD 57

The 2-1 Stags got their first victory
on the road in Hartford Friday, while most of
us were being hypnotized.
Troy Bradford, who played like he
was in his own trance, hit a three-pointer
from the right comer with 5:55 left to give
Fairfield its first lead of the game 49-47.
Troy had been held to only two field goals in
the first half but he went 7 for 8 in the second
and scored 12 in a row at one point to finish
with 27.
Tom Squeri hit a baseline jumper
with two minutes to play that gave the Stags
the lead for good, at 54-53. Squeri had a nice
night of 16 points and 17 rebounds, including a big one with 12 seconds to play and
Fairfield up by three. Eddie Duncan (8 pts.,
7 rebs.) hit the free throws in the end to ice
this one, making the final 63-57.
Coach Buonaguro said, "What really
made me happy, was the fact that the kids
came back. That's a good sign for a young
team."

Lady Stags retain Warner's Classic title
Barrett named M.V.P.
By Ken Jordan
Assistant Sports Editor
Despite the loss of one of their most
pivotal players, guard Dana Pellegrino, the
Lady Stags finished the first week of their
season with a 4-1 record after going 3-0
upon their return from the West Coast. The
three victories included a triumph over
Central Connecticut, and successive wins
over Rider and Vermont that earned Fairfield the title of Champions of their own
Warner's Classic.
The victory over Central Connecticut
produced an early-season challenge for the
Lady Stags, as Pellegrino watched the game
from the bench due to a back injury. Fairfield responded quite well in her absence,
however, as four players scored in double
figures and the Lady Stags emerged victorious by a comfortable margin of 77-61.
Leading the offense once again for Fairfield
was Tasia Turkalo, who not only netted 21
points but also pulled down a game-high 15
rebounds. Following closely behind Turkalo was Lisa Mikelic with 16 points and six
steals. Pellegrino's replacement, Kathy
Gailor, contributed 13 points in 35 minutes
of play. And Terry Voegler, on the strength
of 8-8 from the charity stripe, tallied 10
points, with 12 rebounds and 3 steals also.
The Lady Stags' tenacious defense forced
24 turnovers, had 15 steals, and permitted
Central Conn, to connect on only 32% of its
field goal attempts.
The favored Lady Stags opened the
Warner's Classic (a benefit tournament for
the Boys' and Girls' Clubs of Bridgeport,
Inc.) on Friday night against the Lady Bronc

of Rider College. A depleted Rider squad
put up a good fighu but eventually succumbed to another balanced Fairfield attack. Turkalo again paced the attack (21
points, 7 rebounds), with the sharp-shooting
Gailor (17 pts.), pace-setting Trish Barrett
(13 pts., 4 assists), and "paint-playing" Tricia Sacca (10 pts., 7 rbds.) providing support. By opening the scoring with a free
throw, Turkalo became the sixth Lady Stag
to vault over the career 1000-point mark.
Lisa Mikelic also had a major hand in the
victory with 8 points and her second consecutive 6-steal effort.
The final against Vermont, which
had defeated Marist in the opening round,
produced quite a few noteworthy performances for the Lady Stags. Their unyielding
defense, led by Turkalo and the scrappy.
Gailor, held Vermont to an anemic 4-32
(13%) effort from the floor in the first half,
and 19-68 (28%) for the game. UVM was
often forced to take a shot with less than 5
seconds on the shot clock, and many of their
shots closely resembled my box in the
Campus Center basement- nothing but air.
The final score read Fairfield 66, Vermont
52.
Vermont managed to cut the lead to 4
with 7:28 remaining in the second half, but
a 3-point play by Gailor and another offensive outburst by Mikelic helped to secure the
victory for Fairfield. Clutch free throws
were also provided down the stretch by
Barrett, Shanna Lewis, and Cheryl Trumbo.
Before fouling out with 1:30 remaining, Mikelic had once again shown why she
was so highly touted by Coach Nolan. The
freshman forward finished with 16 points,

including many crucial baskets. Barrett (13
pts.) displayed tremendous overall floor
leadership, and Turkalo (12 pts., 7 rbds.)
continued her consistent play. Gailor resumed her streak of double-digit scoring as
she poured in 10 points. For their efforts,
Turkalo, Mikelic, and Gailor were selected
to the All-Tournament Team, and Barrett
was awared the MVP honor.
Lady Lines...Tabbed "This year's
Lionel Simmons" by Sports Info. Director
Jerry Zufelt, Lisa Mikelic was named the
Rooke of the Week in the M AAC.In the 30 week, she scored 40 points (13.3 ppg.),

pulled down 16 rebounds (5.3 rpg.), added
eight assists and had 13 steals...She is alsc*
second in the MAAC in steals (3.8
spg.)...Tasia Turkalo is 5th in the MAAC in
scoring (16.6) and second in rebounding
(9.2)...At press time she has 1030 career
tallies...Trish Barrett is 5th in the MAAC in
free-throw percentage at 81 % (17-21)...As a
team, the Lady Stags are first in the MAAC
in lowest field goal % allowed at 35.7%
(125-350)...Also, are second in free-throw
% (75%)...MAAC rival Holy Cross (3-0)
received a vote in the Daily News' Top 20
poll...MAAC teams were 19-7, as of December 5, against outside competition...

Nassau/Paradise Island
CANCUN, MEXICO
"Spring Break"
FEBRUARY 26-APRIL 8,1988

WEEKLY DEPARTURES from S279°°

Complete Package Includes:
• Roundtrip air from New York, Philadelphia and Boston to Nassau/Paradise
Island and Cancun, Mexico. Other cities available.
Roundtrip transfers from airport to hotel.
7 nights hotel accommodations.
Welcome rum swizzle at most hotels (Nassau).
One hour Rum (Nassau) or Tequila (Cancun) Party.
Three hour cruise with unlimited rum punch and on board entertainment
(Nassau/Paradise Island).
Three beach parties (one with free lunch) music and activities (Nassau)
Exclusive free admission to the Palace, Waterloo and the Drumbeat Club
(Nassau).
College week programs by the Bahamas Tourist Office.
On location professional tour escort.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Ed 255-9897 or Shawn 255-2546

